Congratulations

to the Year 12 Class of 2020

Congratulations to the Shelford Girls’ Grammar Class of
2020 on their outstanding VCE results.
The students of 2020 have made history, completing Year 12
during a worldwide pandemic and two periods of remote
learning. They have managed their most challenging
academic year at a time when Melbourne experienced a
lockdown that was the longest and toughest in the world.
To say that they were resilient and courageous is an
understatement. These girls have shown maturity beyond
their years, coping skills beyond measure and fierce bravery.
They have worked together as a cohort and collaborated
with their teachers, in a productive and meaningful way.
Shelford students lie at the centre of our community and
our Year 12 group have led this community by their brilliant
example throughout 2020.
We thank the staff whose talent, dedication and
encouragement have contributed to these outstanding
results. They went above and beyond during the most
challenging year in recent memory and for that, we are
incredibly grateful.

• The Dux of the School is Elise McLeod with an
ATAR of 99.5.
• The Proxime Accessit to the Dux is Fanhui Li
with an ATAR of 98.5.
• Other very high achievers include: Mary Gashi
(97.65), Madeline Duker (97.5), Yingying Zhong
(97.25), Jodi Pang (97.1), Elizabeth Thawley
(97.05), Linlin Meng (96.8), Li Dong Xu (96.7),
Luwei Lin (96.65), Amy Ferris (96.2), Daena
Karamountzos (96.05), Charlotte Read (95.65),
Xinwen Cao (95.6), Amy Badger (95.35), TahliaLilly Reisacher (95.25), Xinran Du (94.55), Lilia
Capone (94.2), Chenchen Xu (94.15), Charlotte
Adlard (93.7), Penelope Tzikas (93.5), Shantelle
O’Shea (93.3), Lucy McConville (92.3), Baoping
Wen (91.65), Joanna Giannis (90.85), Xinran Yu
(90.8), Annabelle Griplas (90.7).

We are very proud of the Class of 2020 and wish every
student in the cohort continuing success with their lives. I
know that they will contribute meaningfully to society in the
future, building on the strong foundations of this year and all
of their school life at Shelford.

• 3% of students received an ATAR over 98.

We welcome them as valued alumni of Shelford – once a
Shelford girl, always a Shelford girl.

• 68% of students received ATAR scores above
80 placing them in the top 20% of students
across Australia.

Katrina Brennan
Principal
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• 24% of students received an ATAR over 95.
• 41% of students received an ATAR over 90.

